-- Agenda for the day --

14:00 – 14:10  Introduction and Welcome – Dr. Olivier Verscheure (SDSC Executive Director), Prof. Andreas Krause and Prof. Edouard Bugnion (SDSC Academic Supervisors)

14:10 – 14:30  Data Science-informed attribution of changes in the Hydrological cycle – DASH by Dr. Sebastian Sippel

14:30 – 15:00  Lightning talks from PI’s of SDSC-funded projects
    COMECO – Niklaus Zimmermann
    NLP – Prof. Elliott Ash
    4Real – Dr. Jan Dirk Wegner
    T4med – Prof. Didier Trono
    PolyNet – Prof. Andrea Burden
    RED-ML – Dr. Alun Ashton
    Sense Dynamics – Dr. Iordan Doytchinov
    DLBIRHOU – Prof. Daniel Razansky
    Bio-Detect – Dr. Catherine Graham
    MLATEM – Prof. Cecile Hebert
    Smart-Sky – Prof. Jean-Paul Kneib

15:00 – 15:30  SDSC announcements & Open Discussion:
    4th Call for Collaborative Projects (to be published at the end of May)